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Murdoch Stephens, the man
behind Doing Our Bit, tells Sarah

Lang he’s ‘tired and wired’ but
determined not to give up on
Syrian refugees.

Murdoch Stephens, who founded the Doing

Our Bit Campaign, which is calling for NZ to

double its refugee quota. Photo: Kevin Stent/Fairfax
NZ

Murdoch Stephens wasn’t as shocked as most of us
by the photo of a lifeless Syrian 3-year-old
washed up on a Turkish beach. That’s not

because the activist, publisher, writer, lecturer and PhD
student doesn’t care. Arguably, few Kiwis care more.
He’d simply seen many worse images over his 27-month
campaign Doing Our Bit (doingourbit.co.nz), which
continues to press the government to double New
Zealand’s refugee quota of 750 per year, and double
funding for money-starved refugee services.

‘‘Obviously that picture affected everyone, including
me,’’ says Stephens, who lived in Aleppo, Syria for four
months in 2009-2010. ‘‘There have been horrific photos
over the last four years of the Syrian crisis, including
people with missing limbs, so I’m not sure why that
image did it. But it’s really changed things.’’ Indeed,
since that photo captured the tragedy of the migrant
crisis, the public outcry for our government to take more
refugees has kept getting louder. With an influx of
donations and volunteers to the New Zealand Red
Cross’s refugee programme, and some Kiwis even
offering to take refugees into their homes, there’s no sign
of compassion fatigue yet.

Over the last fortnight, the likes on Doing Our Bit’s
Facebook’s page have more than doubled to 7500-and-
counting – and its Twitter followers have risen to
3000-plus. ‘‘In one week, we reached over 300,000 people

with
28,000 engagements:
clicked, linked, commented or shared.
That’s an incredible success story for ‘clicktivism’. I’ve
had many social-media comments from Kiwis here and
overseas who are embarrassed by New Zealand’s
response to the refugee crisis, because it’s indefensible.
When New Zealand thinks of itself as being hospitable
and punching above its weight, how can we defend
doing so little for the world’s neediest people in the
biggest humanitarian crisis of our time?’’

Bear with the numbers for a sec. Through the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees’ resettlement
programme, New Zealand takes 750 refugees a year: a
number we haven’t increased since 1987. New Zealand
also takes a maximum 300 refugees a year through
family reunifications, while those granted asylum have
dropped to around 100 a year. Those numbers have
seen New Zealand’s rank drop to 90th in the world at
taking refugees, and 116th when measured against
relative wealth. When our government says we’re sixth-
best in the world, it fails to mention that this figure doesn’t
include asylum-seekers, who make up the majority of
refugees in most countries. ‘‘It’s incredibly ugly that our
leaders are misrepresenting the situation to score
political points,’’ Stephens says.

You can’t keep fudging the facts. Strong and
sustained public pressure forced John Key’s hand long
before the government’s June 2016 quota review. On
September 7, Key announced New Zealand will take an
extra 600 Syrian refugees over the next two-and-a-half
years, and that Syrians are guaranteed 150 places of this
year’s quota of 750. It’s nowhere near enough, Stephens
says. ‘‘They’re doing the bare minimum they think they
can get away with. It’s not a humanitarian response – it’s

a cynical
political response. Of
countries with roughly the same
population, Norway has announced 8000 additional
places, Ireland 2900. Germany’s population is 20 times
ours and this year they’re accepting 800,000 asylum-
seekers, which per capita in New Zealand would be
40,000. So the government must go beyond that
appallingly low figure. Beyond the do-the-absolute-
minimum-so-we-don’t-lose-any-support response.’’

Although the government’s $48.8 million of extra
funds sounds like a lot, the flag referendum alone will
cost half that. And, as Stephens points out, economists
have recently said refugees are a net positive for New
Zealand’s economy. ‘‘Doing a cost-benefit analysis is
economics 101, and highlighting only the costs shows
the government’s underlying disdain for refugees.’’ He
also rubbishes immigration minister Michael
Woodhouse’s claim that ‘‘capacity constraints’’ prevent
New Zealand from doing more. ‘‘That ridiculous claim
simply shows a lack of will. If the government saw it as
an emergency, we could be setting up resettlement
centres now. The Anglican and Catholic churches and
mayors of our major cities have said they can take some
immediately.’’

When we meet at his Wellington flat, Stephens, 34, is
sipping a mug of hot lemon, ginger and honey. He’s
tired, wired, and wondering if he’s getting sick. That’s not
surprising, given the campaign has consumed his
attention for a fortnight. He tutors a Massey University
media-skills course, but one week another tutor covered
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so Stephens could devote himself to Doing Our
Bit. Two friends (who want to avoid the
limelight) are putting in regular volunteer
hours; 20 core supporters will, for instance,
come to an event; and about 150 long-term
supporters will share social-media posts.
Otherwise, Stephens is it.

Over the last fortnight, Stephens’ computer
has become an extra appendage thanks to
hours spent following and sharing news, posts
and developments via social media. He’s also
spoken to high-school students, and attended
the candlelight vigils in Auckland and
Wellington. Plus he’s joined forces with other
groups. Doing Our Bit has partnered with New
Zealand-based collective-action site Action
Station, which has a 15,000-strong petition to
double the quota and has got 1000 emails sent
to Woodhouse. In October, Doing Our Bit will
partner with a mystery international retailer;
the details are secret for now.

That work’s just the tip of the iceberg. For
two-and-a-half years, Stephens has devoted
about 20 hours a week to the campaign. Think
meeting with every politician who was willing.
Talking to refugee-support
services and refugees
themselves. Liaising with
organisations like
Amnesty International, the
Red Cross, and Syrian
Solidarity New Zealand.
Sharing notes with
refugee activists overseas.
Creating and updating
the website. Writing a
sociology paper. Writing
opinion pieces for
newspapers. And perhaps
most importantly, curating
and sharing content over
social media. ‘‘Murdoch’s
spent an enormous
amount of time on the
campaign in a highly
methodical and effective
way,’’ says his lawyer/
author friend Brannavan
Gnanalingam.

Stephens isn’t fazed that all that work’s been
unpaid. ‘‘Lots of people do unpaid labour for
the love of it or because they feel responsible for
it. I mean you’re raising a kid, that’s unpaid.’’
Don’t dare suggest that this campaign is his
baby, though. This throwaway comment sees
him sit back and eye me suspiciously. ‘‘Maybe
that metaphor works for you but I’m wary of
angles, you know?’’

Fair enough. He does lecture Media Skills
101.

There’s something of the exasperated
academic about him as he answers questions:
‘‘there’s no one public, no one media’’. But
speaking generally, he says the New Zealand
media has covered the Syrian crisis for some
time, and covered the quota issue well. ‘‘But it’s
mainly been all these numbers because there’s
not a lot of funding for good, in-depth
journalism. And the media’s perpetuated a lot
of myths about that part of the world. Obviously
ISIS are terrible, evil cowards but it’s their
images that dominate the media.’’

However, his four months living in Syria
during an OE in Asia showed him a very
different reality. ‘‘I wanted to see what these

countries and their people were like after they’d
been vilified post-9/11. Behind my apartment
was a mosque and an Orthodox church and
they co-existed with very little conflict.’’

As for the intra-Muslim Syrian conflict, he
points out that many Muslims have been living
peacefully side by side for centuries in
countries stretching from Indonesia to Morocco.

During his travels, Stephens and some new
friends got lost in the Iranian desert on an
impromptu road trip (long story). They
stumbled on a former detention centre, where
Stephens found more than 1000 photographs of
Afghan refugees. He smuggled them home to
New Zealand, then looked into what New
Zealand was doing for refugees. ‘‘I’m not easily
shocked, but I was shocked we did so little.’’ He
started talking about New Zealand’s refugee
policy with refugee and immigrant groups,
academics and NGOs. After talking to some
New Zealand Afghans about it, he exhibited
the photos at Porirua’s Pataka ART + Museum
in 2013. He’s just given the world’s largest
photographic archive of Afghan refugees to
Kabul University’s Afghanistan Centre. ‘‘I want

those photos to have
some honour. I’d love to
see some photos given
back to families who
don’t have one.’’

The refugee crisis is
far from his only interest.
Granted a scholarship,
he’s halfway through a
Massey University PhD
about how critical
theory has responded to
the urgency of
ecological crisis. Again
working unpaid, he’s
also editor-in-chief of
non-profit publishing
collective Lawrence &
Gibson. And he’ll
neither confirm nor deny
that he’s the elusive
Richard Meros, whose
socio-political satire
makes up eight of

Lawrence & Gibson’s 20 titles. ‘‘I haven’t heard
from Richard in a while,’’ Stephens deadpans.
‘‘He must be busy.’’

Certainly Stephens is so busy that you
wonder if he’s cloned himself. But he’s never
contemplated stepping back from the
campaign. He still has friends in Syria and
friends who’ve made it out.

‘‘Hearing stories and seeing images from
Syria, I wonder what’s happened to the person
I saw once on a bus. That motivates me to keep
plugging away at something that doesn’t have
an immediate reward. The biggest struggle for
me has been not feeling helpless and hopeless.
Earlier this year I got upset. I thought this was
a country that did the right thing and I was
starting to doubt whether New Zealanders
cared about this issue. But my faith’s been
restored, and I think the outcry will force the
government to rethink the quota.’’

He also thinks the government’s waiting for
the media coverage and public pressure to tail
off. ‘‘But they’re misreading the situation.
There’s a lot of anger out there. We’ve reached
a point where the majority of New Zealanders
want us to do our bit.’’
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